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by fatherwags [richard Wagner] & kiki kat [kiki lewis]

kiki kat:

omG! the stupid, shiny, tag-thingy was not there the last seven times I 
passed that area. How the heck did he see that? Glaring at my television, 
I scooted closer; knowing I could practically crawl inside my tv and it 
would still be a blur. my co-op partner smugly informed me that he saw 
it fine from across the map on his high definition television.

No way—I was not going to do it! I was not going to be sucked into the 
whole high-def hype when I had a perfectly fine, and totally cute, television 
sitting in my living room. But as he pointed out another tag-thingy I was 
missing, my resolve started to crumble. What had I been missing out 
on? If I couldn’t find all the stupid tags, I’d never get the achievement 
mulderesque got the night before! then I’d have to sit at the Wii-table for 
lunch, with all of those losers who made jokes about Princess Peach. 

Suddenly, I realized I needed something better. I needed something bigger. 
I had to have the biggest, best, most amazing HDtv out there, at a low 
price I could afford (my new Prada shoes had nearly maxed out my credit 
card). So I began my quest to join my friends in high definition gaming and 
to never again have to listen to some Ninten-dork talking about how he 
read somewhere that bologna sandwiches are an aphrodisiac.  

fatherwags: 

It’s the same story told by people in all the gin joints, in all the towns, in all 
the world. For the desperate, it’s how the best things in their lives quit on 
them; for the depressed, how they quit on the best things in their lives.

In my life, which came first is too close to call. I knew the end was 
coming, just like any cheating bastard knows his wife will eventually find 
out. I’d been having thoughts of others—thoughts about how they’d be 
so much easier to live with, how they weren’t too hard on the eyes. It 
wasn’t much later that my tv gave up on me.

you might think I was happy about that, but life is never that easy. It quit 
on me the night of my Halo 2 clan match. A man once told me the only 
coincidences are the conspiracies you don’t know about, and this felt a 
lot like a coincidence.

kiki kat:

It was a dark and dreary night. Just kidding! oh my gawd, like, I had any 
idea what the weather was like outside! I was, like, practically attached 
to my computer, surfing every web site in the world trying to find the 
perfect HDtv. I was clueless about what to look for and, to top it all off, 
I couldn’t find any pink tv’s! I needed help, and this wasn’t something a 
day-trip to the spa could cure; though, it would have totally helped.

“Round up the usual suspects”
Crank Masters Guide for buying hdtv’s
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fatherwags:

my computer was still on my side, probably only because I hadn’t yet 
given much thought to replacing it; so I started to check the Internet 
for a new television. It didn’t take long to find some prospects. 
the problem was that, just like real life, the fantasy of something 
new becomes a lot more complicated when you try to turn it into a 
reality. Brightness, response time, volume correction, and display 
capabilities-important qualities when talking about tv’s or women, 
or so I thought. What I quickly figured out was that if I didn’t want to 
make another mistake, I’d need some help. A couple of inquiries on 
the AvS forums later and I’d sent out my S.o.S.

kiki kat:

So I posted on a couple of forums where gamers who like big tv’s and 
stuff post; and I sent out some random thoughts, and hoped someone 
would respond or something, you know? And then, it happened: the 
responses started coming in; especially from some dude name Crank 
master. At first, I thought I was, like, totally being stalked, but then I 
realized this big ol’ bald guy (at least his avatar on the boards was a big 
ol’ bald guy) was pretty cool. Not Christian Bale cool…more like Puff 
Daddy cool. He actually knew stuff about tv’s!

fatherwags:

my salvation came in the form of a large bald man, at least according 
to the pic he was using. I was hesitant. First, after that incident 
with the “dame” from World of Warcraft, I wasn’t all that inclined 
to believe pictures posted on the internet. Second, a bald man 
was not exactly the kind of angel I normally looked for, but when 
you’re drowning, you can’t necessarily wait for a pretty skirt to offer 
mouth-to-mouth services.

kiki kat:

So after I realized he wasn’t like a ‘perv’ or anything, and I found out 
we lived close to each other (how freaky is that?), we agreed to meet 
somewhere (public, of course) so he could  actually, like, point out the 
stuff on the tv that he was going on and on about.

fatherwags:

He called himself the Crank master, and he had more information 
than a mobster’s lawyer. After reading the litany of information he 
posted on the different types of HDtv’s I was still at a loss. my 
mind couldn’t process the information, since part of me was in 
denial at spending that kind of scratch on a television, and the 
other part had been crawling in and out of a whiskey glass all 
night. I decided to give the man a little more info; little details like 
size and cost. Just when I was about to be destroyed by a life 
without a tv—a life more empty than a country singer’s home, a 
life full of empty bottles—he straightened me out by narrowing the 
choices. Plus, that skirt, Kiki, had asked me to help her find a tv, 
and now I could at least pretend I knew about more than just the 
number of ice cubes it takes to cool a drink.

kiki kat:

I brought my friend, fatherwags (or FW, as I like to call him), along for 
protection. Well, I didn’t know what kind of protection he could offer, but 
I figured if his fedora and trench coat didn’t warn people away, maybe his 
sinister goatee would. And besides, my powder-blue BmW convertible 
can go from zero to sixty in 5 seconds flat (and it’s sooo cute!), which 
could come in handy since FW’s trench coat and chronic alcoholism tend 
to slow him down. 
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fatherwags:

Kiki and I walked into the store, and from the way she had been flirting 
with me during the drive, I knew she’d be the kind of trouble that only a 
full bottle of whiskey could fix.

kiki kat:

When the moment came, I think we were both a little freaked—for FW it 
was when Crank master appeared, and for us both it was when he actually 
turned out to be a big ol’ bald guy like his avatar. Almost immediately, I was 
getting impatient ‘cause I had, like, tons of things to do, you know? I glared 
at FW willing him to ask questions, to say something…OMG…anything!

fatherwags:

At that most unexpected of meetings, what did I ask him? more importantly, 
what did he tell me? Well, you might as well hear it from the man’s mouth, 
‘cause with that skirt around all I could see was the line of empty glasses 
that would be the measure of my life from that moment on.

Crank master, this breakdown has me messed up like a lady without her 
credit card or her sugar daddy. I can’t stand another failed tv, so what 
features does my HDtv need to have? 

Crank Master: 

you really need to make sure that you know what you’re buying. is it 
going to perform all the things you want it to: picture in picture, 1080i 
through the component cables, does it have enough inputs, is it going to 
leave me room for expansion in the future? i bought and sold my first tv 
because the day i hooked it up, i ran out of inputs. And there is nothing 
worse than bringing home your newfound love and finding out that you 
cannot have two ball games on screen on Sunday. 

resolution is a key feature to consider. if you are looking at picking up 
an hdtv so that you can charge headlong into the hd era, ask yourself 
some basic questions: Are you going to be running Blu-ray or hd-dvd? 
Are you going to pick up the hd package via your cable provider? if you 
say “No” to either one of these questions, then why in the hell are you 
looking at a three thousand dollar television? presently, most games run in 
720p so you can get a lot of television at a great price if 720p is suitable 
for you. But if you want to plunge head over heels (my kind of gamer) 
into high- definition, then you need to consider the 1080p sets, the hd 
drives, the big money cables, and be prepared to spend the money to get 
the signal that will make your tv worth the initial investment. take note 
that 1366x728 resolution is true 720p, whereas the 1024x768 is not 
because the tv has to adjust the signal to make it work at 720p.

Flat panel or projection—which way are you going to go? projection is 
definitely more cost effective when getting into the larger sets, but flat 
screen is going to give you a crisper picture. Are you willing to deal with 
the restricted viewing angles that accompany projection televisions? Are 
you willing to put forth the effort to avoid possible burn-in on a flat screen 
plasma tv? Basically, you need to realize that every detail is important 
in an investment of several thousand dollars, and your gaming television 
is no exception. 

resolution: “[t]he number of rows and columns of pixels 
creating the display.”1 Basically, “p” (progressive scan) 
is better than “i” (interlaced scan) because it presents 
a complete image with every frame whereas interlaced 
presents about half of the image with every frame. the 
higher the number the better, so 1080p is better than 
1080i and 720p.
1  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Display_resolution Retrieved July 23, 2007.
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Audio and video inputs are also essential, so make sure it has an adequate 
amount of the type of inputs you’ll need to hook-up your existing and 
future home entertainment center.

Contrast ratio relates to the crispness of a television’s color. Sometimes 
companies like to claim some of a tv’s features are better then they are; 
however, when it comes to your major brand names they are fairly accurate. 
this is a great way to gauge quality numerically, but again, nothing will help 
you more than viewing it with your own eyes. As an example, if you are 
watching a movie and it shows a black screen between studio logos, but it 
looks illuminated rather than just black—that is a poor contrast ratio.

kiki kat:

Noticing that FW was totally entranced with the details and that Crank 
master could go on about this subject forever, I knew I had to interrupt 
or something. 

yeah, that’s really cool and stuff, but it’s kinda boring. So, like, what’s 
not important, then?

Crank Master: 

there is nothing, in my humble opinion, which is least important when it 
comes to spending your money, especially the tv you will stare at for 
hours at a time.

kiki kat:  

Well, duh! Anyway, I’m going to be late for my pedicure, so let’s get to 
the point. What’s the best kind of tv for, like, gaming, or for watching 
movies, or, watching the Bachelor! 

Crank Master: 

this is entirely a matter of opinion. projection televisions have limited 
viewing angles; plasmas risk burn-in but look phenomenal. Again, a lot 
of it is what looks good to you and what you want from your tv. 

lCd projection (liquid-Crystal display projection) televisions are not a bad 
deal; as it seems that lCd projection tv’s handle the analog signals of your 
normal television programming better than some of the other types. the hd 
images on these tv’s look good; however, in my personal experience, the 
picture could be crisper. i am not too familiar with the new Sony models, but 
i have heard some very positive comments about them. 

dlp (digital light projection) dlp tv’s are my favorites, as far as 
projection televisions go, but there are some problems. Some people 
report a “screen door” effect when looking at the image, a sort of 
shadowy grid that i cannot see, but my wife swears she does. the only 
time i can see it is when i am watching an analog station. dlp screens 
are terrible when it comes to processing an analog signal, but digital 
signals are clean. 

Contrast ratio: Contrast ratio refers to the difference 
between your blackest black and your whitest white. the 
higher the first number, the better it is, so a 10,000:1 
contrast ratio is better than an 8000:1 contrast ratio.  
“[t]he ratio of the luminosity of the brightest and the darkest 
color the system is capable of producing simultaneously 
at any instant of time is called static contrast ratio, while 
the ratio of the luminosity of the brightest and the darkest 
color the system is capable of producing over time is 
called dynamic contrast ratio.”2

2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contrast_ratio#Dynamic_contrast_ratio  
 Retrieved July 23, 2007.
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fatherwags: 

But some of those projection tv’s are like my ex-wife’s mother: ugly and 
impossible to move. I need something a little more my style: sexy, sleek, 
and easy to ignore. 

I toss a wink Kiki’s way so she knows I’m not just talking tv’s here. 

What about flat panel tv’s?

Crank Master:

lCd televisions are definitely not cost-effective when getting into larger 
screen sizes because they are expensive to make. plus, if you’re not 
willing to spend a lot of money, your contrast ratio can be awful.  

Another problem with the lCd flat screens is response times. on some 
models, response time or refresh rate can be horrible. Anything in the 
neighborhood of 25 milliseconds, or less, is fine. there’s nothing like hitting 
a button to make Master Chief jump and watching him do it two seconds 
later, and this is what can happen on a tv with a poor response time. 

Now, the flat panels don’t have a lamp like the projection televisions do, 
but pixels can burn out, which leaves a little black square in the image, 
and once you know it’s there; you will never be able to stop looking at it. 
Most warranties will not cover a single pixel (on paper anyways, although 
in my experience, being firm and calm with a store tech can normally get 
it fixed), but once you get a couple dead pixels within a small area they 
will definitely fix it. this can happen, but it’s unlikely. i have never had 
more than one or two pixels die, so don’t think that i’m telling you about 
a rampant problem. 

kiki kat: 

ooooh. ooooh! What kind of tv is that? the picture is soooo pretty!

plasma televisions are renowned for their picture quality, which is what 
you’re looking at. A decent plasma television is going to give you the most 
beautiful picture with colors that seem to jump out of the screen. if you are 
willing to do some work in the beginning and think about how you are using 
your set, plasma tv’s can be wonderful. With a plasma television, for the 
first hundred hours or so, turn your contrast and your brightness down a bit, 
because you want to break it in. taking the time to do so is really going to 
help you in the long run. people on the AvS forums (http://www.avsforum.
com/avs-vb/) can tell you a lot of useful info and even put up a download 
that you can then burn to a disc. this is a constant stream of colored 
screens, which is great to run on your tv for an evening or two to assist with 
breaking it in. in the end, a mid- to high-end plasma screen cannot be beat 
when it comes to sheer brilliance. however, there can be some issues.

response time: this measures how fast the screen 
responds or refreshes or changes the image when a signal 
tells it to do so.
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Static images can wreck your set. do you watch eSpN or CNN, and 
like reading the ticker at the bottom of the screen? those constant and 
unchanging graphics are hard on your plasma tv. Static images, such 
as a ticker or a Halo 2 radar can eventually “burn-in.” Now i know that 
many people say that plasma tv manufacturers have fixed this problem, 
but i’m not so sure. if they have fixed burn-in, tell me: Why is there not 
a warranty out there that will cover it? No warranty out there covers 
residual images and, for your information, manufacturers’ consider the 
cause of burn-in to be a lack of care on the owner’s part. there are 
some features that different manufacturers have included to help deal 
with burn-in. orbiter is one fix, where every 20 seconds the entire picture 
shifts one pixel. you have to be watching for it to notice it happen. 
however, it will only help—not end—burn-in. Color inversion is another 
solution, which is just as it sounds; it reverses the colors and will assist 
in preventing a static image, but not fix one already burnt-in. White wash 
basically gives a pure white image to assist in “bleaching” the screen. 
All of these are fine as preventative measures, but they do nothing for 
you once you have a residual image. however, with a little research and 
care, you can easily enjoy a plasma television.

kiki kat:

What-ev-er! that is like sooo much information, and did I mention my 
pedicure? What kind of tv do you have?

Crank Master:

in my living room, i have a 56” Samsung dlp projection tv (hl-t5676S)*.  
i went with this format as this is my main gaming set, and projection is 
a tad bit cheaper for a larger size in the living room. in my bedroom, i 
have an lG lCd tv (42lC7d)**. As i’ve told you before, there’s good 

and bad about each type, so you have to decide what looks good to 
you and what problems you’re willing to deal with, and until you do that, 
there’s not much more i can offer.

Fatherwags:

I saw the dame was getting the look of a cat that had its fill of canary and 
knew we had to wrap this up quick. Besides, I knew the real reason she 
wanted to get out of there so quick, and it was going to be sitting beside 
her all the way back to her house. thanks, Crank Master. the lady and i 
have some prior engagements to meet. We’ll be in touch. And with that I 
walked Kiki out of the store, to her car, and into an affair that could only 
end badly for us both.

TO BE CONTINUED . . .

Burn-in: Burn-in is a residual image of something that still 
appears, faintly, even when the screen is black.


